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ABSTRACT

Data mining is has three major components Clustering or Classification, Association Rules and Sequence Analysis. Association rules used to find interesting relationship between attribute values. Sequence Analysis used to find statistically relevant patterns between data. Data mining techniques have led over various methods to gain knowledge from vast amount of data. Association rules are mainly used in mining transaction data to find interesting relationship between attribute values and also it is a main topic of data mining. There is a great challenge in candidate generation for large data with low support threshold. Association rules will be effectively worked with the solid data and low support threshold was discussed. By using Apriori algorithm we applied association rules on data set of certain areas to predict the chance of getting the dengue disease, the above data set was collected from some selected areas, so it is the real time data. Three different sets of rules are generated with this dataset and applied the Apriori algorithm to it, find the relation between the parameters in database.

Introduction

Prediction of trend analysis can be done by the process of analyzing data from different perspectives and summarizing it into useful information is called data mining. Unexpected patterns can be discovered by data mining were not under consideration while the mining process was started Prediction, a task of learning a pattern from examples and using the developed model to predict future values of the target variable[1].

Correlation among data items in a transactional database discover by Association rules. These are also involved to discover the rules that are satisfy, defined threshold from tabular database. The occurrence of the rule in the database is known as its frequency which is very important. The process of finding frequent set with minimum support and confidence is known as association rule mining. Finding the frequent generation is the first phase in this process it is also called support counting phase. Effective partitioning method is useful for this.

Creating a border set is very much useful to avoid frequent updating of real time data. The number of frequent sets are very high in real life applications so the number of association rules generated are also very large. The rules which we have interested for dengue disease prediction are only selected in this context. The discovery of frequent itemsets with item constraints is also very much important.

Apriori Algorithm, Partition algorithm, Pincer-Search Algorithm, Dynamic Itemset Counting Algorithm [2], FP-Tree Growth etc. data mining algorithms are used for finding the discovery of frequent sets which are related with association rules. Apriori algorithm is applied to the dataset for finding the frequent sets, with the help of this algorithm predicted the chances of getting dengue disease in the particular areas.

Association Rule

The basic definition of association rule states that Let A=\{I_{1},I_{2},I_{3},......I_{n}\} be a set of items and T is the transactional database where t is the set of items of each transaction, then t is the subset of A. A transaction t is said to support an item I_{j}, if I_{j} is present in t. t is said to be support a subset of items X \subseteq A has a support s in T, denoted by s(X)t, if s\% of transaction in T support X [4].

Each of the methods assumes that the underlying database size is enormous and they require minimum passes over the database and the data must run thousands of transactions per second are the key feature of association rule algorithm. So the efficient way to make computing the problem in mining association rules must be decomposed into sub problems.

Association rule mining searches for interesting relationships among items in a given set. The interesting rule in Association rule mining is the rule support and confidence which reflect the usefulness and certainty of discovered rules. Finding all the frequent itemsets and generating strong association rules from the frequent itemsets are the two important steps in Association rule mining algorithm [9]. A Boolean association rule is a rule that concerns association between the presence and absence of items. Quantitative association rule is a rule that describes association between quantitative items and attributes. So, the quantitative values for items are partitioned into intervals. The algorithm performance is based on dimensions, based on level of abstractions involved in the rule set and also based on various extensions to association mining such as correlation analysis [27].

Literature review:

Many works related in this area have been going on an article “Item based partitioning approach of soybean data for association Rule mining”, the authors applied classification technique in data mining in Agriculture land soil. The article on “A study on effective mining of association rules from huge data base” by V. Umarani, [20] It aims at finding interesting patterns among the databases. The paper also provides an overview of techniques that are used to improvise the efficiency of Association Rule Mining (ARM) from huge databases. In another article “ K-means v/s K-medoids: A Comparative Study” Shalini S Singh explained that portioned based clustering methods are suitable for spherical shaped clusters in medium sized datasets and also proved that K-means are not sensitive to
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Discovery of Association Rules:

In association rules, the mining problem decomposed into different sub problems. Then the frequent items can be find by selecting the all the itemset whose support is greater than the minimum support specified by the user, then using that frequent itemsets the desired rule can be generated. The frequent set can be determined by the following rule. Let T be the transaction database and σ be the user specified minimum support, then the itemset X€A is said to be frequent set in T with respect to σ if S(X) ≥ σ. We cannot establish a definite relationship between the set of maximal frequent sets and the set of border sets [3].

Age, Income, Education, Hereditary (family history of disease), Gender, Environmental Condition, Area of the house, Hygienist, Source of water etc. information collected from the people in a selected areas, consider these attributes from the database for disease prediction. We can discover some of the association and sequential tools to predict the change of getting disease in those areas with the help of association rule mining algorithm.

The people having age between 0-20 and above 60 years living in tribal and hill areas with poor water disposal system have a change to getting dengue disease. Every rule has two sides’ left hand side and right hand side. Both sides can contain multiple items. Confidence and support are two measures in the association rule [6].

Let T consists of 2424 records. 1191 records contain the value no for “Hereditary” and 1233 records contain the value yes for the same parameter. Similarly suppose 843 records contain the value yes for “hygienist” and 1581 records contain the value no for the same attribute. We can predict which people are affected by dengue disease by applying association rule algorithm. We can understand how the attributes are correlated and where there is a correlation between the parameters Hereditary and hygienist in dengue prediction.

We measured the confidence and support from the above dataset. The pruning step eliminates the itemset which are not found in frequent from being considered for counting support [13].

Apriori Algorithm for Candidate Generation And Pruning:

The Apriori frequent set discovery itemset uses the functions candidate generation and pruning at every iteration. It moves upward in the lattice starting from level 1 till level k, where no candidate set remain after pruning [8].

The Apriori frequent set discovery itemset uses the functions candidate generation and pruning at every iteration. It moves upward in the lattice starting from level 1 till level k, where no candidate set remain after pruning [8]. The candidate generation method algorithm is as follows

Gen-itemsets with the given L_{k-1} as follows:

C_k=Ø

For all itemset l_1€L_{k-1} do

For all itemset l_2€L_{k-1} do

If l_1[l_1]=l_1[l_2]=l_2[l_2]=...=l_1[k-1]<l_2[k-1] then

C_l=l_1[l_2][l_2]…..l_1[k-1]l_2[k-1]

C_k=C_k U {C_l}…………………Eq(1)

The pruning set eliminates the extension of (k-1) item sets which are infrequent from the counting support [10].

The pruning algorithm is as follows:

Prune(C_k)

For all c€ C_k

For all (k-1) subsets d of c do

If d€L_{k-1} Then

C_k=C_k\{c}\)…………………Eq(2)

It is known as the level wise algorithm which is used to find all the frequent sets. It uses a bottom up approach and moving upward level wise in the lattice. In each level the data sets has to be pruned to take the frequent sets [25].

Models Used in Predictive Association Rule Mining

Association rules allows the analysts to identify the behavior pattern with respect to a particular event where as frequent items are used to find how a group is segmented for a specific set. Clustering is used to find the similarity between entities having multiple attributes and grouping similar entities and classification rules are used to categorize data using multiple attributes [13].

Association rules allows the analysts to identify the behavior pattern with respect to a particular event where as frequent items are used to find how a group is segmented for a specific set. Finding the similarities between entities having multiple attributes and grouping similar entities using by clustering and categorizing data using multiple attributes are using by classification rules [13].

Apriori Algorithm by Example

We have applied out data set to work with the Apriori algorithm to check its reliability. To check the reliability of the Apriori algorithm we applied a dataset to it. Initialize k value with 1. Retrieved the database to count the support of 1-itemsets and find the frequent itemsets and their support. Find L_1 with k=1 than increase the k value to 2, find the candidate generation step and find the value of C_2. Checked the pruning step whether there is any change in C_2. Retrieved the data base to count the support of elements in C_2 and then increased the k value to 3 and find C_3. Retrieved the data base to count the support of itemsets in C_2 to get L_3. Find the set of frequent sets along with their respective support values and applied it to the association rules [22].

K:=1

L_1:= \{[2]->6,[3]->6,[4]->4,[5]->8,[6]->5,[7]->7,[8]->4,[9]->2\}.

L1 contains 8 elements.

K:=2, calculate L_2 and C_2.
The algorithm can stop comparing candidate support count with minimum support count.

Find the frequent itemset using Apriori algorithm and generate candidates cannot possibly be frequent.

Consider the data \{I_1, I_2, I_3\}.

The 2-item subsets of it are \{I_1, I_2\}, \{I_1, I_3\} & \{I_2, I_3\}.

Since all 2-item subsets of \{I_1, I_2, I_3\} are members of \(L_2\), we will keep \{I_1, I_2\} as \(L_2\) as frequent itemset.

Thus \(C_2\) after checking for all members of \(L_2\). The transactions in \(D\) are scanned in order to determine \(L_3\), consisting of those candidates 3-itemsets in \(C_2\) having minimum support.

Step 4: Generating 3-itemset Frequent Pattern

The algorithm uses \(L_3\) to generate a candidate set of 3-itemsets, \(C_3\). Although the join results in \(\{I_1, I_2, I_3, I_4\}\), this itemset is pruned since its subset \(\{I_2, I_3, I_4\}\) is not frequent. Thus, \(C_4\) is empty, and algorithm terminates, having found all of the frequent itemsets.

Step 5: Generating Association Rules from Frequent Itemsets

Calculate minimum support count Minimum support count = \(667/3300 = 2\%\).

Let the minimum confidence required is 70%. So we have to find the frequent itemset using Apriori algorithm and generate strong association rules which satisfy both minimum support & minimum confidence.

Table 1: To read the database to count the support of \(L\) – itemsets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Itemset</th>
<th>Support count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{1}</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{2}</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{3}</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{4}</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{5}</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{6}</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{7}</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{8}</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{9}</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Step 1: Generating 1-itemset Frequent Pattern

If the database consists of 3300 patterns, Calculate minimum support count Minimum support count = \(667/3300 = 2\%\).

Let the minimum confidence required is 70%. So we have to find the frequent itemset using Apriori algorithm and generate association rule with minimum support and maximum confidence. So scan the data set and count each candidate. Then compare candidate support count with minimum support count.

Table 2: Generating 1-itemset Frequent Pattern

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Itemset</th>
<th>Support count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{I_1}</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{I_2}</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{I_3}</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{I_4}</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each item is a member of the set of candidate then generate 2-itemset frequent pattern in the first iteration of the algorithm.

Step 2: Generating 2-itemset Frequent Pattern

To discover the set of frequent 2-itemsets, \(L_2\), the algorithm uses \(L_1\) to generate a candidate set of 2-itemsets, \(C_2\). Next, the transactions in \(D\) are scanned and the support count for each candidate itemset in \(C_2\) is accumulated. The set of frequent 2-itemsets, \(L_2\), is then determined, consisting of those candidate 2-itemsets in \(C_2\) having minimum support.

Table 3: Generating 2-itemset Frequent Pattern

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Itemset</th>
<th>Support count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{I_1, I_2}</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{I_1, I_3}</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{I_1, I_4}</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{I_2, I_3}</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{I_2, I_4}</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{I_3, I_4}</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Support-count(l)/support-count(s) >= min-conf where min-conf is minimum confidence threshold.

Let minimum confidence threshold is, say 70%.

The resulting association rules are shown below, each listed with its confidence.

- \(R_1\): \(I_1 \Rightarrow I_2 \Rightarrow I_3\)
  - Confidence = \(\text{sc}(\{I_1, I_2, I_3\})/\text{sc}(\{I_1\}) = 2/4 = 50\%\)………………………………(Eq5)
  - \(R_1\) is rejected.

- \(R_2\): \(I_1 \Rightarrow I_2 \Rightarrow I_3\)
  - Confidence = \(\text{sc}(\{I_1, I_2, I_3\})/\text{sc}(\{I_2\}) = 2/2 = 100\%\)………………(Eq6)
  - \(R_2\) is selected.

- \(R_3\): \(I_1 \Rightarrow I_2 \Rightarrow I_3\)
  - Confidence = \(\text{sc}(\{I_1, I_2, I_3\})/\text{sc}(\{I_3\}) = 2/2 = 100\%\)………………(Eq7)
  - \(R_3\) is selected.

Step 3: Generating 3 Itemset Frequent Pattern

This step involves the use of Apriori algorithm. Find \(C_3\) by computing \(L_2\) join \(L_2\).

C_2

Step 4: Generating 4-itemset Frequent Pattern

The algorithm uses \(L_3\) to generate a candidate set of 4-itemsets, \(C_4\). Although the join results in \(\{I_1, I_2, I_3, I_4\}\), this itemset is pruned since its subset \(\{I_2, I_3, I_4\}\) is not frequent. Thus, \(C_4\) is empty, and algorithm terminates, having found all of the frequent itemsets.

Step 5: Generating Association Rules from Frequent Itemsets

R_4: \(I_1 \Rightarrow I_2 \Rightarrow I_3\)

Confidence = \(\text{sc}(\{I_1, I_2, I_3\})/\text{sc}(\{I_1\}) = 2/6 = 33\%\)………………(Eq8)

R_4 is rejected.

- \(R_5\): \(I_1 \Rightarrow I_2 \Rightarrow I_3\)
  - Confidence = \(\text{sc}(\{I_1, I_2, I_3\})/\{I_2\} = 2/7 = 29\%\)………………(Eq9)

C_3

Step 6: Generating Association Rules from Frequent Itemsets
Conclusion:
Different three strong association rules are generated with the data set by applying Apriori algorithm. From the study it reveals that there are certain associations between different parameters in the database such as age, sex, environmental conditions and humidity, for the prediction of disease of an area. The study reveals the prediction that male person at the age between 30-60 having poor environmental condition have a tendency to hit the contagious disease. Study also reveals that family history of the disease is not an important factor for hitting contagious disease.

Future enhancement
Without the candidate generation process also we can apply the same mining technique to the data set. In this candidate generation process we should have to apply the database scan. So to avoid costly database scan, we can do frequent pattern tree structure. The same algorithm can also be applied with different datasets.
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